FIND YOUR JSU ACCOUNTANT

FY2015

Phillisa R. Conner (phillisa.r.conner@jsums.edu)
Assistant Director/Grants Accountant
Jackson Heart Study: Account 632XXX
Direct Prime and Sub-Recipients (Pass-Through) with Cost Share: Accounts 634XXX

Carlotta Brown (carlotta.s.brown@jsums.edu)
Grants Accountant
State of Mississippi Agencies: Accounts 635XXX
Foundation, Private, & Non-Federal awards: Accounts 636XXX

Maudie L. Hunt (maudie.l.hunt@jsums.edu)
Grants Accountant
Department of Education: Account 631XXX
Dept. of Health and Human Services: Account 632XXX
National Science Foundation: Account 633XXX

Shirley J. Smith (shirley.j.smith@jsums.edu)
Grants Accountant
Direct Prime (US Department of Transportation-RITA): Account 634XXX
Sub-Recipients (Pass-Through): Accounts 634XXX

Vacant
Grants Accountant
Department of Education: Account 631XXX